HINTS
BIOLANDIA & TECHLANDIA
Single use effects
ENERGY

ATTACK ON THE WEAPON

Energy is used for (spinning) the weapon.

The hero adds lives.

Attack on the opponent’s weapon (weapon is rendered
unusable until it is repaired) or on a stored effect (effect is
canceled out). An attack must be equal to or greater than
a target’s resistance.

ATTACK ON THE HERO

UNIVERSAL ATTACK

HEALING

Direct attack on an opponent’s hero. Attack can be
defended against with a shield.

Stored effects
PERMANENT ATTACK ON THE HERO

Automatic attack on an opponent’s hero at the end of a turn.
Using this attack does not use up an action or energy.

DEFENSIVE SHIELD

Attack on a weapon, stored effect, or an opponent’s hero.
Attack can be defended against with a shield.

COMBO
Possible to use when 2 or more combo effects have
been deferred. The strength of the effect is the total
of the effects.

Used for defense. The value of the shield is subtracted from the
value of the opponent’s attack. Weapon is returned to the hero’s
inventory after use. Use of multiple shields at once is possible.

Special hero bonuses
BLESSING

A player is allowed to add the value of the bonus to any
single use effect (attack, energy, or healing).

COMBO DETONATOR

Allows for detonating only one of the deferred
combo effects.

COMBO BONUS

Increases the value’s strength of the detonated combo
effect.

The “blessing” bonus cannot be used towards any of the following effects!

CANBALANDIA
CANBALANDIAN ATTACK ON THE WEAPON

CANBALANDIAN BATTLE TRICK

A player will deduct lives. The attack is 100% successful
and cannot be defended against with a shield.

A player pays in lives and then does not have to accept
when a red effect is spun (energy and action are returned).

VAMPIRIA
VAMPIRE BITE

NOCTURNAL VAMPIRE ATTACK

A player takes an opponent’s lives, and for each life taken,
the player gains 1 energy.

Hero bonus allowing for an attack on an opponent at the
end of a turn. It uses up as much energy as the strength
of the attack.

VAMPIRE WEAPON CURSE

Curse on an opponent‘s weapon. An opponent can cancel out the
curse put on all of their weapons by paying 4 actions and 5 lives.

ZEPPLANDIA
ZEPPLANDIAN SHRAPNEL
Double attack. The target of the first attack is an opponent’s weapon or stored effect. The target of the second
attack can even be a hero.

MECHANIC’S SUPERACTION
At the end of a turn, a player can destroy an opponent’s
weapon or repair their own that have a resistance equal to
or lesser than the strength of this bonus.

ZEPPLANDIAN TRAP

A player is caught in the trap when they use an effect
equal to or lesser than the strength of the trap. Subsequently the player loses the same amount of lives as
the strength of the effect (not the strength of the trap).
Lives are lost for each of the opponent’s traps (traps
snap shut all at once and each trap takes the same
number of lives as the first trap).

